Wheels to Blade

A skate for all seasons.

From pavement to ice, wheels to blades, K2 Skates stays committed to pushing boundaries, seeking performance and creating the ultimate skating experience for all seasons. We believe that every day is better when you can glide through it on a pair of skates. This has been our philosophy since 1993. Our mission is to be at the forefront of your mind and the skating industry, no matter what season.

All new Alexis Figure Blade

Go figure.

K2 glides into recreational figure skating with the introduction of two new Alexis figure blade skates. Available with The Boa® System or standard lacing. The K2 engineered figure blade delivers maneuverability and stability coupled with the proven comfort of our Original SoftBoot®. Experience grace, style, and K2 ingenuity in the new Alexis Figure Blade Skate.

The Original SoftBoot®

The foundation of our success.

In 1993, we introduced the world’s first SoftBoot® inline skate — forever changing the way performance skates are designed and built. Our Original SoftBoot technology has led the market, providing the highest performance level of comfort. We take this time-tested, skater approved technology off the road and introduce it into our ice collection. Enjoy the comfort.

Thinsulate™ Liners

Because cold isn’t cool.

No more cold toes. Thinsulate is considered “the warmest thin apparel insulation” available. In fact, when equal thicknesses are compared, it provides about 1½ times the warmth of down and about twice the warmth of other high-loft insulation materials. Double down with a sure thing, Thinsulate.

The Boa® System

Easy on, easy off.

Boa makes it easy to get your skates on and off quickly — and to make instant adjustments throughout the day — without ever having to remove your gloves. Give your feet some breathing room while warming up in the warming tent then dial in for performance while you skate.

Speed Lacing


The K2 Speed Lacing Closure System is a single-pull design making one pull all you need to create a snug fit. Roll up excess lace and stow in the speed lace pouch located on the tongue.
WOMEN’S
The Alexis Series

Introducing the all-new Alexis Ice Boa® Figure Blade and Alexis Ice Figure Blade. Modeled after our inline performance fitness skate collection and built using K2 Softboot® and Stability Plus Cuff, the Alexis Series Figure Blade provides superior fit, support, and comfort for advancing recreation figure skater. The Alexis Series is also available with our standard blade, and a choice between three closure systems from traditional lacing, one-pull Speed Lacing to the easy-on, easy-off BOA® System. Available with Thinsulate™ on all the Alexis Ice Boa, Pro, and Boa Figure Blade.
MEN'S

The F.I.T. Series

The F.I.T. Ice series is a performance driven recreational ice skate that mirrors the fitness forward success of our inline skate collection. The choice of three closure systems coupled with the K2 Softboot® fit, support, and comfort make the F.I.T. Ice the go-to alternative to your traditional hockey skate. Available with Thinsulate™ on the F.I.T. Ice Boa® and F.I.T. Ice Pro models.

- **F.I.T. Ice Boa®**
  - K2 Softboot®
  - Boa® System
  - Stability Plus Cuff
  - Thinsulate®
  - Water-repellent
  - Stainless Steel Blade

- **F.I.T. Ice Pro**
  - K2 Softboot®
  - Speed Lacing System
  - Stability Plus Cuff
  - Thinsulate®
  - Water-repellent
  - Stainless Steel Blade

- **F.I.T. Ice**
  - K2 Softboot®
  - Standard Lacing
  - Stability Plus Cuff
  - Thinsulate®
  - Water-repellent
  - Stainless Steel Blade
YOUTH

Ravens, Raiders and Marlees

Our Youth Collection consist of three durable, performance recreational skates designed with a five size adjustable system that grows with your child season after season. The K2 Youth Collection is available in two easy-to-use closure systems designed to empower children to lace up on their own at any age.

F.I.T. Ice Pro
- K2 Softboot® // Speed Lacing System // Stability Plus Cuff
- Thinsulate® // Water-repellent // Stainless Steel Blade

Rink Raven Boa®
- 5 Expandable Sizes // Boa® System // Junior Boa® Cuff
- Thinsulate® // Water-repellent // Stainless Steel Blade

Raider Ice
- 5 Expandable Sizes // Speed Lacing System // Junior Boa® Cuff
- Thinsulate® // Water-repellent // Stainless Steel Blade

Marlee Ice
- 5 Expandable Sizes // Speed Lacing System // Junior Boa® Cuff
- Thinsulate® // Water-repellent // Stainless Steel Blade
**K2 Ice Skate Collection**
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**FEATURES + BENEFITS**

- **K2 Softboot®**
- **Boa® System**
- **Stability Plus Cuff**
- **F.I.T. Ice Pro**
- **Raider Ice**
- **Junior Cuff**
- **5 Expandable Sizes**
- **Junior Boa® Cuff**
- **5 Expandable Sizes**
- **Junior Boa® Cuff**
- **5 Expandable Sizes**
- **Junior Cuff**
- **5 Expandable Sizes**

**Materials**

- **Water-repellent**
- **Thinsulate® and Water-repellent Materials**
- **Stainless Steel Blade**
- **Junior Boa® Cuff**
- **Junior Cuff**
- **5 Expandable Sizes**
- **Junior Cuff**
- **5 Expandable Sizes**
- **Junior Cuff**
- **5 Expandable Sizes**

**BENEFITS**

- Comfort, performance and style.
- Precision closure for stability and easy-on, easy-off comfort.
- Perfect blend of support where you need it while eliminating overall skate weight.
- Individual sizes per skate.
- Designed to keep water out and feet dry.
- Proven technology keeping feet warm and dry.
- For ease of maintenance.
- Boa® technology keeping feet warm and dry.
- Precision closure for easy-on and easy-off.
- One pull lacing for precision closure for easy-on and easy-off comfort.
- One pull lacing for a secure fit. Pull, roll and stow.
- Boa® System.
- Junior cuff for maximum support.
- Junior cuff with an integrated adjustable buckle.
- Junior cuff with an integrated adjustable buckle.
- 5 Expandable Sizes.

**Sizing**

- Each skate expands 5 individual sizes per skate.
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**Contact**

- Seattle, WA 98101 USA
- info@k2sports.com
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